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Concept and (4) one-page scripts
‘UNACCEPTABLE EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOUR’

‘UNACCEPTABLE EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOUR’ are short scripts (30 seconds to one minute) that can be live action or animated that comically illustrate office problems. These short scripts can be used as fillers.

‘UNACCEPTABLE EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOUR’ can be lectured by a grade-five teacher-like announcer.

TOPICS:

- CLOCK WATCHER CHRISTINE
- HAND-HOLDER HARRY
- ANTAGONIST ALLEN
- WHINER WILLIAM
- TORTOISE TED
- ATTITUDE ANDREA
- BLAMELESS BOB
- THUMB-TWIDDLER TOM
- EARLY RETIREE EDWIN
- WORRYWART WENDY
- GOSSIP GAIL
- RETIREE RALPH
'UNACCEPTABLE EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOUR'

'ATTITUDE ANDREA'

FADE IN:

SUPER: UNACCEPTABLE EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOUR

FIFTH- GRADE TEACHER-TYPE LECTURER (VO)

'UNACCEPTABLE EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOUR'

INT. RECEPTION AREA – DAY

An old-style reception area with dead plants and worn magazines.

SUPER: Character’s name on their body

Attitude Andrea, the receptionist sits at her desk filing her long mails when Worrywart Wendy walks in the door.

WORRYWART WENDY
Do you think it’s going to rain today? I forgot my raincoat.

ATTITUDE ANDREA
Don’t you mean your parka? We’re going to get three feet of snow and can’t get home.

WORRYWART WENDY
So I better go back home now while I still can.

In a panic, Worrywart Wendy walks out the door. Attitude Andrea smiles and goes back to filing her nails.

Attitude Andrea licks her fingertip and marks a stoke on an imaginary scoreboard.

FIFTH- GRADE TEACHER-TYPE LECTURER (VO)
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FADE OUT.
FADE IN:

SUPER: UNACCEPTABLE EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOUR

FIFTH-GRADE TEACHER-TYPE LECTURER (VO)
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INT. MEN’S ROOM – DAY

SUPER: Character’s name on their body

Standing at the sink, Tortoise Ted splashes water on his face as he listens to disgusting NOISES and then a FLUSH.

Whiner William steps out of a cubicle and goes to the sink.

WHINER WILLIAM
Just getting in this afternoon?

Whiner William checks his watch. Tortoise Ted picks the sparkles out of his hair.

WHINER WILLIAM
Weren’t you wearing the same clothes yesterday?

Tortoise Ted throws the crumpled paper towels into the bin as the two men exit.

TORTOISE TED
At least I remember to wash my hands.

FIFTH-GRADE TEACHER-TYPE LECTURER (VO)
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FADE OUT.
FADE IN:

SUPER: UNACCEPTABLE EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOUR

FIFTH-GRADE TEACHER-TYPE LECTURER(VO)
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INT. ENCLOSED CORNER OFFICE - DAY

With windows on one side, the office contains a desk and a few chairs.

SUPER: Character’s name on their body

With the door closed, Retiree Ralph curls up on his desk taking a nap hugging a naked sex doll.

FIFTH-GRADE TEACHER-TYPE LECTURER(VO)
It is unacceptable to take a nap during office hours.

Then Gossip Gail quietly enters his office and takes some digital photos.

FIFTH-GRADE TEACHER-TYPE LECTURER(VO)
It is also unacceptable to post compromising photos of fellow employees on the office intranet.

Staff at their desks look and LAUGH at Retiree Ralph’s photos.

FIFTH-GRADE TEACHER-TYPE LECTURER(VO)
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FADE OUT.
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'HAND-HOLDER HARRY'

FADE IN:

SUPER: UNACCEPTABLE EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOUR

FIFTH-GRADE TEACHER-TYPE LECTURER(VO)

'UNACCEPTABLE EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOUR'

INT. OFFICE – DAY

SUPER: Character’s name on their body

With his paperwork in his hand, Hand-Holder Harry walks into Clock-Watcher Christine’s office with the large clock on the wall at 4:55pm.

HAND-HOLDER HARRY
Hi Chris. What color paper do you want this memo on?

Clock-Watcher Christine looks at the clock.

CLOCK-WATCHER CHRISTINE
Yellow. I have to leave at five sharp.

Hand-Holder Harry walks out and comes back in.

HAND-HOLDER HARRY
Stapled or paper clipped?

Sweating, Clock-Watcher Christine looks at the clock now 4:57pm. She starts to hurriedly pack her briefcase.

CLOCK-WATCHER CHRISTINE
Stapled. I’m leaving in two minutes.

Hand-Holder Harry walks out and hurriedly comes back in. The office is empty and the clock at five o’clock.

FIFTH-GRADE TEACHER-TYPE LECTURER(VO)
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FADE OUT.